Recreational Tourism: Demands and Impacts (Aspects of Tourism)

Chris Ryan, as editor of Tourism
Management, the author of several books
and a researcher with an international
reputation, has revisited his book,
Recreational Tourism, after a gap of more
than ten years. This new edition is an
appraisal of that which is still thought to be
valid, but with a significant updating in the
light of new research. The structure of the
book has been slightly changed to better
reflect, not only current thinking, but the
nature of existing texts and the greater
degree of specialisation that now exists in
the tourism literature. The book is
primarily concerned with the determinants
of tourism demand, the implications of that
demand, and the problems posed for those
who, in whatever capacity, seek to manage
tourism at the destination level. After a
new chapter that presents a history of
tourism where the discerning reader can
see that which is old and that which is new,
the rest of the book analyses social,
economic and psychological determinants
of demand and discusses the broad aspects
of destination change and the challenges
presented to those responsible for
managing such change. The book
represents a learned introduction to the
subject, a review of the developing
literature and thinking that can be classified
as broadly postpositivistic. In a curious
manner it represents a return to the
conventional, but within a new awareness
of competing interpretations of one of the
leading economic drivers of the new
millennium.
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In urban areas, tourism and recreation are used to fund overall regeneration.Recreational Tourism: Demands and
Impacts (Aspects of Tourism) by Chris Ryan (2003-05-29) [Chris Ryan] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifyingSustainable
tourism is the concept of visiting a place as a tourist and trying to make only a positive impact on the environment,
society, and economy. Tourism can involve primary transportation to the general location, local transportation,
accommodations, entertainment, recreation, nourishment and shopping. . As tourist demands increase in a destination, a
more robust infrastructure isRecreational Tourism: Demand and Impacts (Aspects of Tourism) by Chris Ryan
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of tourism and recreational facilities has increased the pressure on these Book Review: Recreational Tourism: Demand
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